Proposal to amend UNECE-Regulation 16
“SAFETY BELTS”

I. PROPOSAL

Chapter 1 “Scope”

Paragraphs 1.1. and 1.2., amend to read:

“1.1. Vehicles of category M, N, O, L2, L4, L5, L6, L7 and T 1), with regard to the installation of safety-belts and restraint systems which are intended for separate use, i.e. as individual fittings, by persons of adult build occupying forward, or rearward-facing and side-facing seats;

1.2. Safety-belts and restraint systems which are intended for separate use, i.e. as individual fittings, by persons of adult build occupying forward, or rearward-facing and side-facing seats, and are designed for installation in vehicles of category M, N, O, L2, L4, L5, L6, L7 and T 1);”

II. JUSTIFICATION

The proposal clarifies the applicability of UNECE-R 16 to side-facing seats.